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“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is a progress; working together is a success” 1

Abstract

Since the 1980s international organizations (IOs), particularly international economic
institutions2 such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Trade
Organization (WTO) have been accused of being unaccountable.3 Calls for the accountability of such
institutions have intensified in recent years as a result of pressure from civil society that argue for
greater transparency and accountability of such institutions in their actions and decision-making
processes.4 It is essential to examine the issue of accountability more than ever today given that the
World Bank, the IMF and the WTO function in ways which deeply intrude into the national policies
of member states.5 The debate raises key issues of international governance pertaining to whom and
for what should such institutions be accountable. This has become increasingly important in light of
the new challenges brought about by globalization.6

During a period of immense international pressure, the World Bank created the Inspection
Panel in 1994 which set a precedent in allowing peoples affected by World Bank projects to seek
redress. As the first working accountability mechanism for international financial institutions (IFIs),
it was hailed as an unprecedented effort to increase the accountability of the World Bank. 7 Despite
its novelty at the time which it was established, there are many criticisms that have been levelled at
the Inspection Panel. In general, critics question whether the Inspection Panel truly increases the
accountability of the World Bank as a whole.8 It is often argued that the Inspection Panel has a
limited substantive mandate and has no power to grant relief.9 Against this background, this paper
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seeks to assess the successes and failures of the Inspection Panel since its creation in 1994 by
analysing the various projects it has undertaken to date.

The paper seeks to explore in some detail the events that led to the establishment of the
Inspection Panel, its functions, significance in the context of international law and its actual and
perceived contributions to the operations and policy development of the World Bank. It first
addresses the historical background and impetus behind the establishment of the Inspection Panel in
order to set the scene for an extensive analysis into its operations. In so doing, the notion of
accountability will be analysed and applied to the World Bank in light of its changing mandate and
structure of governance.
The paper will then examine the two accountability mechanisms established by the World
Bank Group10 with the aim of becoming more accountable. Within the World Bank Group, the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Financial Corporation
(IFC) and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), established varying accountability
mechanisms in response to global civil society and member state demands. This paper will focus
primarily on the Inspection Panel of the World Bank which will be compared with the Compliance
Advisor Ombudsman (CAO) by examining their organizational structures and functions before
embarking on evaluating their success in improving accountability.
Attention will first be given to the role and structure of the Inspection Panel and in particular,
it will explain the Panel procedure. Such an analysis will pave the way for an in-depth discussion on
the successes and failures of the Inspection Panel in light of a number of recent projects that it has
undertaken.

Having compared the two accountability mechanisms of the World Bank, the paper will explore the
various proposals aimed at bolstering accountability and a conclusion will then be reached as to the
effectiveness of the Inspection Panel against the CAO and the long-term viability of this particular
accountability mechanism.
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1.0 The notion of ‘Accountability’
Accountability11 is an important element of the legitimacy of an institution.12 The notion of
‘accountability’ has varying meanings across a wide spectrum of activities of international
organizations. Given that international organizations such as the World Bank, the IMF and the
regional development banks13 have considerable power over loan conditions of developing countries
has led to widespread calls for their accountability in their actions and decision-making procedures.
Demands for accountability are based on the adverse effects of international organization’s
operations on communities and ecosystems but also to improve the transparency of international
organization decision-making.14 It is strongly argued that the World Bank lacks accountability
because it is not sufficiently democratic in its organizational voting structure resulting in a
‘democratic deficit’ viewed in the light of the democratic ideals of states.15 Moravcsik argues that
international organizations having a democratic deficit is to assume that international organizations
should behave like national governments; specifically modern industrialized democracies. This is not
enough however, because democracies may or may not be accountable to their citizens but how they
are accountable depends on different models of accountability.16
According to Stiglitz17, accountability requires that (i) people are given certain objectives; (ii)
there is a reliable way of assessing whether they have met those objectives; and, (iii)consequences
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exist for both the case in which they have done what they were supposed to do and the case in which
they have not done so.
In defining what is meant by the term accountability, Caporoso18 is of the view that
accountability is the means to be held responsible for a state of affairs: the way a department is run, a
budget is spent and a transnational system is governed. In relation to the World Bank, Fox19 states
that accountability “refers to the process of holding actors responsible for their actions.20” One type
of accountability is what is known as a top-down accountability, where managers hold staff
accountable for their performance.21 This is the customary internal accountability where member
states are accountable to their agencies

Internal accountability applies in those situations where an agent is held to answer for
performance that involves some delegation of authority to act. Internal accountability of international
organizations can be explained in terms of the principal-agent theory whereby international
organizations are accountable to their principals (member states) who created and continue to fund
international organizations in order to undertake tasks that states are unable or unwilling to do carry
out. In this way, international organizations are traditionally accountable to their member states via
their organizational structure. For the World Bank, this includes a Board of Governors made up of
member state’s finance ministers who meet annually to discuss the overall direction of the
organizations.
On the other hand, external accountability refers to making international organizations more
accountable to persons affected by their operations rather than from electoral or hierarchical
accountability.22 In large part, the relationship between international organizations and affected
communities, combined with the reputational accountability triggered the establishment of
accountability mechanisms at the World Bank. With the profound impacts of globalization and the
inter-related nature of the many functions of international organizations has meant that, in
18
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undertaking their agendas, they have often adversely impacted on people within borrower
countries.23 As Dahl points out, external accountability is based on direct participation between
international organizations and citizens more akin to state-individual relations than the indirect
accountability of international organizations to states, and states in turn to their citizens.24

The use of internal and external typologies will remain the underlying focus of the paper as it
relates to the use and application of the types of accountability mechanisms created by the World
Bank Group. Against this background, it attempts to highlight the inherent power dynamics both
within and outside of international organizations where member states have considerably more
power over the organization than non-state actors outside the organization, which in turn influences
the structure of the accountability function.
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2.0 Historical background- Creation of the Inspection Panel

The Inspection Panel was established by the World Bank in 1993 and become operational in
25

1994. The impetus for the creation of the Inspection Panel followed from the 1980s during which
the World Bank committed itself to certain operational policies and procedures, including policies on
involuntary settlement26 and tribal peoples.27 A series of events collided to provide the momentum
for such an auspicious venture.28 Prior to the establishment of the Panel, the Bank had engaged in a
number of projects that had devastated local populations and caused significant environmental
damage.29
Thus, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, pressure and protest from transnational activists30
and project affected communities questioned the social and environmental impact of Bank financed
operations.31 A central aspect of the critique against the World Bank was not complying with its
policy commitments which it had adopted to prevent these very types of adverse social and
environmental impacts.

One such highly visible project which prompted the establishment of an Inspection Panel
arose from the impact of the construction of the Narmada Dam in India.32 After an independent
evaluation of the project commissioned by the World Bank, the Morse Report, which became known
25
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as the Morse Commission33, The Morse Commission was charged with the function of evaluating the
World Bank’s role in the Sardar Sarovar Dam and Canal project on the Narmada River in India and
was the body responsible for the first independent review of a Bank-supported project under
implementation.34 Following its investigation, the Commission published a report which revealed the
Bank’s major failures in the oversight of its own social and environmental policies in project lending
during the project’s execution.35
Furthermore, the Wapenhans Report36, another internal review of the World Bank described a
‘culture of approval’37 of the World Bank, an attitude that focused on simply increasing the Bank’s
loan portfolio without sufficiently taking into consideration the social and environmental effects of
its lending scheme.38 This provided transnational activists and U.S. Congress with leverage to gain
support for the establishment of an accountability mechanism to ensure the Bank’s social and
environmental sustainability. As Bowles and Kormos39 point out, this was to the effect that U.S.
Congress threatened to withhold International Development Assistance40 (IDA) replenishment funds
in the event that the World Bank does not establish such a mechanism. In fact, IDA replenishment
became a central focus for environmental groups seeking to reduce the impact of World Bank loans
33
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by arguing that, IDA funds should not be offered until such time when the World Bank has endorsed
measures ensuring its own accountability in addition to several other NGO demands.

The blueprint for the creation of the Inspection Panel was given some force following the
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro which sought
to chart a new cooperative approach to addressing interrelated issues of social development,
economic development and environmental protection. The prospect of creating an independent
inspection mechanism of accountability, participation and transparency became a reality with the
efforts of transnational activists, governments and awareness amongst members of the World Bank’s
Board41 to implement a permanent process for dealing independently with projects and policy
violations.42 Following several months of unrelenting pressure by transnational environmental and
human rights groups, the World Bank established the Inspection Panel that would oversee World
Bank projects comply with set objectives and become more transparent in relation to its project
lending policies.43 The Inspection Panel became operative in 1994 to investigate claims that the
World Bank has not adhered to its environmental and social policies and finally gave a potential
voice and forum to all of the invisible and marginalized communities adversely affected by Bankfinanced problem projects.44
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3.0 The Inspection Panel

Since its inception, the role of the Inspection Panel has centred on addressing the concerns of
persons who are affected by Bank projects and to ensure that the Bank adheres to its operational
policies and procedures in the design, preparation and implementation of such projects.45 As Udall
points out, the World Bank was one of the first international organizations to have a mechanism that
made it directly accountable to private citizens affected by its operations.46 Moreover, the Inspection
Panel is itself “unique: combining the possibility of access of individuals and private groups to rights
under international law, with the opportunity to question the activities of international
organizations.47”
The Inspection Panel deals exclusively with claims relating to the International Bank of
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), which focuses on providing loans to “middle income and
creditworthy poor countries” and the International Development Association (IDA) which “focuses
on the poorest countries in the world.48” The jurisdiction of the Panel does not extend to riskmitigation or private-sector investment arms of the World Bank.49

The Inspection Panel was charged with the power to investigate claims made by a group of
people adversely affected or potentially affected by a World Bank funded project as its primary
objective.50 As such, the Panel may only investigate claims against its own actions, or inaction,
rather than against borrower states, and claimants must be directly affected or potentially affected by
the project in order for the claim to be considered legitimate. In this sense, accountability refers to
the internal accountability of the World Bank that is instigated by an external stakeholder process in
the attempt to obtain external accountability.
45
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3.1 The Panel process

A brief summary will be given as to how the Panel process works and how it may be used by
people and communities affected by World-bank financed projects. In order to bring a claim to the
Inspection Panel, project-affected people and communities (the Requesters), must believe that actual
or likely harm51 will result from the Bank’s failure to adhere to its policies and procedures.
Requesters must also bring their concerns to the attention of the World Bank before filing a claim. 52
The Panel’s functions and procedures are outlined in its Operating Procedures and its founding
Resolution.

Under the Panel procedures, any two or more individuals affected by a World Bank financedproject can submit a letter to the Panel requesting it to investigate the project. This letter is formally
known as a Request for Inspection, which can be in any language, is hand-written and signed in
addition to a number of other requirements.53 One important but often misunderstood point is that
Panel procedures do not require the Request to cite specific Bank policies.54 In this way, the Panel is
aware that locally affected people and Requesters may not have access to information about Bank
policies.55
It should be noted that Panel procedures also allow a request to be submitted by a local
organization or other appointed representative of affected people or, in exceptional circumstances, an
organization in another country if no local representative is available.56 The ability to submit a
Request through a representative provides another means to protect the confidentiality of
51
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Requesters.57 Furthermore, Requests for Inspection may also be initiated by an Executive Director of
the World Bank in cases of “serious alleged violations” and also by the Executive Directors acting as
a Board.58

Once the Panel has received the Request, the process can be divided into three stages:
registration59, eligibility and investigation.60 The registration stage is where the Panel makes the
Bank and the public aware that a requestor has filed a complaint and completes a swift review to
ensure that the group has standing and that the Panel has jurisdiction over the claim.61 It should be
pointed out that the Panel’s Operating procedures do not specify a time period within which this
registration review must take place, but requires that the Panel “promptly register the Request or ask
for additional information, or find the Request outside the Panel’s mandate62.” The Inspection Panel
views this first step as an administrative one, and its primary purpose is to prevent “complaints that
are obviously outside of its mandate, that are anonymous, or that are manifestly frivolous.63” The
question of whether or not the Inspection Panel can register the Request is fairly clear. For instance,
the Inspection Panel in 1995 refused to register a claim filed by a number of Chilean citizens and a
Chilean NGO. The Requesters claimed that the International Finance Corporation (IFC), a part of the
World Bank Group that provides loans to private companies had violated its relevant policies
regarding indigenous peoples and environmental assessment and failed to properly supervise the
implementation of the project.64

However, the Inspection Panel concluded that its mandate clearly limited its investigatory
powers to projects under the IBRD and the IDA. Given that it did not have the power over IFC
projects, it refused to investigate.
Once a claim has been registered, the eligibility phase begins, and the Panel forwards the complaint
to the President of the World Bank. During this period, the Panel is required to determine whether
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the Request meets certain technical eligibility criteria established by the Panel Resolution and
updated by the Clarification to the Panel Resolution adopted in 1999.
The eligibility phase is focused entirely on whether the Request qualifies for a full-scale
investigation, and it is not designed to lead to a report as to whether the World Bank has complied
with its policies and procedures.65 The eligibility phase progresses according to a time-bound
process. As a representative of the Bank’s management, the President must respond to the Panel’s
inquiry within twenty-one business days66 providing evidence that the Bank “has complied or intends
to comply with the Bank’s relevant policies and procedures”67 The Inspection Panel notes that the
initial World Bank Management Response to a Request is important to the process as it provides
both the Inspection Panel and the Requesters with an explanation of how Management views its own
actions, and what shortcomings it might itself detect in relation to the claims of the Requesters.68
When the Inspection Panel receives Management’s response, it has another twenty-one business days
to evaluate whether Management has truly remedied or intends to remedy, the problem.69
According to the 1999 Clarification, the Panel may “independently agree or disagree totally
or partially, with Management’s position and will proceed accordingly70.” In deciding whether to
recommend an investigation, the Inspection Panel must determine that all eligibility criteria are
met.71 If it is found that the World Bank has followed its own policies and procedures will weigh in
favour of recommending no further action. Where views between Management and the Requester
with regard to the World Bank’s compliance with its policies and the source of the alleged harm
cannot be easily reconciled, however, the Panel may chose to recommend an investigation. 72
Additionally, it is expected that if Management admits that if Management admits that it failed to
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follow World Bank policies, in its response to the claim it should propose “remedial actions and a
timetable for implementing them.”73

The decision whether to recommend an investigation is not just based on the request and
Management’s response, however. The Panel also has the power to conduct a preliminary study
which may entail a visit to the project site if it believes it necessary to examine on the ground the
eligibility of the Request.74 The idea behind such a visit is to ensure that the Inspection Panel makes
“an informed recommendation about an investigation to the Board75;” although this preliminary
evaluation is not required.76
After reviewing the claimant’s Request, the Response of Management, any additional
information from third parties and any preliminary findings, the Inspection Panel will make a
recommendation to the Board indicating “whether the matter will be investigated” in more detail,
which is referred to as the Eligibility Report.77 Under the Resolution, only the Board has the power
to officially authorize the Panel to proceed with an investigation.78 Following the 1999
Clarifications, the Board agreed to authorize investigations on a no-objection basis except for in
limited circumstances.79
Following the approval by the Board of the Panel’s investigation request, the Panel begins the
investigation phase which is the main part of the process forming the central segment of the
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Inspection Panel’s entire work on a Request.80 By its nature, content and methodology, the
Inspection Panel’s work during this phase can be best described as systematic research and
comprehensive analysis. One should note that there are no specific time elements included in the
operating procedures.81 In the investigation phase, the Inspection Panel is focused on fact-finding
and verification. It conducts country-visits to the project site, interviews with affected people or their
representatives and conversations with government officials and the authorities in charge of the
projects.82 Throughout this time, the Inspection Panel also interviews Management and Bank Staff.83
It should be noted that any such conversations are to remain confidential in nature and the 1999
Clarifications “stress the need for the Panel to keep the profile of its in-country activities low and to
make it clear that the Panel is investigating the Bank and not the borrower.84

Once the field investigation and data gathering are completed, the Panel process enters into
its third phase of writing the final report. Essentially, this is where the Inspection Panel submits its
findings to the Bank’s Management and Board.85 The main emphasis during this phase is not on
additional fact-finding but on the collective analysis and synthesis of all that was learned during the
Inspection Panel’s research.86 The Panel ensures that the final report explicitly addresses every issue
raised in the Request for Inspection.87 However, the Panel is not limited to those issues and may lead
the Panel to look at issues not previously raised in the Request, but that may nevertheless be crucial
to the complaints formulated in the Request.88
The Panel does not propose remedial measures and it “does not have the power to issue an
injunction, stop a project, or award financial compensation for harm suffered.”89 In so doing, the
Bank Management reviews the findings of the Inspection Panel and must submit a response to the
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Board within six weeks.90 If it chooses to do so, Management is able to make remedial
recommendations in its Report.91
Under the Panel’s procedures, the Management’s response must include recommendations in
response to the findings of the Panel, and generally include a so-called ‘Compliance Plan’ which is
also known as an Action Plan.92 The plans describe the measures that Management intends to adopt
to address the problems of non-compliance of the project expressed in the Report of the Inspection
Panel.93 This part of the Panel process is essential to its effectiveness, because it is the operational
basis for the Bank to address and remedy findings of non-compliance and harm to the affected
people.94
The Board reviews the Panel’s findings in conjunction with Management’s
recommendations. Furthermore, Requesters have no opportunity to formally offer recommendations
to the Board after the Panel has conducted its investigation.95 While the Board is empowered “to ask
the Panel to check whether Management has made appropriate consultations about remedial
measures with affected people, independent research of investigations illustrates that, in the Panel’s
first decade, “a significant number of findings of non-compliance still go unanswered in action
plans.”96
The Board is then required to contact the initial Requester within two weeks of considering
the Panel’s report and Management’s response, informing him or her of the investigation results and
“the action decided by the Executive Directors, if any97.” The Board of Executive Directors in the
1999 Clarifications explicitly asked Management to always consult with Requesters and other
90
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affected parties in developing an Action Plan, to be agreed upon by the Borrower, in response to the
Panel’s findings.98 This requirement of consultation during the preparation of the Action Plan creates
both the mandate and the platform for an important, and hopefully, constructive dialogue between
Management and Requesters when it comes to the preparation of the Action Plan.99

However, this possibility for a constructive dialogue is somewhat hampered by the fact that
the Panel’s Resolution does not allow for the disclosure of its Investigation Report at this stage.100
This prevents Requesters from knowing its contents, which limits their ability to engage
meaningfully with Management in the preparation of remedial steps.101
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4.0 Successes of the Inspection Panel

4.1 Project and Policy changes at the World Bank

The Inspection Panel is argued to have not only fulfilled its mission as originally envisaged,
but also increasingly doing so in a way that well serves the development of the World Bank’s
development objectives as an institution and addresses the concerns of its clients; namely, the
population of its member borrowing countries who are ultimately to benefit from the Bank’s
development efforts.102
In evaluating the operation of the Inspection Panel, Clark, Fox and Treakle conclude that in
whole, the Panel process has led to clear project and policy-changes at the Bank, which in turn, has
positively influenced public accountability at other international financial institutions, and ultimately
has “changed whose voices count, and who listens.”103 In addition to addressing concerns about
specific projects, it is also claimed that the Panel has had a positive effect over the efficiency and
governance of the Bank which has encouraged the Bank and its staff to be more responsive to the
needs and concerns of those affected by Bank operations.104 However, there have been concerns that
the Inspection Panel has resulted in negative changes in the Bank’s behaviour.105 With this concern
in mind, Clark, Fox and Treakle106 suggest that the Panel process appears to have had contradictory
impacts on the social and environmental policy of the World Bank. In particular, they note that the
Bank’s safeguard policies have not been strengthened commensurate with the deteriorating global
environment and conclude that the World Bank has lost its social and environmental leadership that
it had during the 1980s and 1990s.107

4.2 Justice for individuals

It is without a doubt that the Panel process has played a role in ensuring justice for
individuals affected by Bank projects.108 The work of the Panel has even more profoundly affected
change for communities on the ground. Affected people have been compensated, people’s
102
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livelihoods have improved, communities have been empowered, local policies have been reassessed,
local and national governments’ relationships with project beneficiaries have improved, and stakeholder ownership of projects has increased.
In a thought-provoking analysis, Hunter109 predicted that conditions in Requester’s
communities would probably improve even in the absence of a full inspection, because preliminary
investigations would be likely to encourage the Bank to take charge and remedy an issue. Similarly,
Bissell110 suggests that the Panel may have had a more positive effect on projects through indirect
pressure than through formalised procedures set out by the executive directors.” In much the same
way, Clark, Fox and Treakle have concluded with reference to the cancellation of a dam project in
Nepal and a positive restricting project in Brazil have resulted from Panel investigations. 111
It is strongly argued by Udall 112that the Panel has not only improved the World Bank’s
reputation, accountability and transparency but it has also saved the World Bank millions of dollars
by preventing or correcting poor project design and costly mistakes, and by improving project
quality, environmental assessments, and resettlement plans.

4.3. Setting of precedents
In assessing the effectiveness of the Inspection Panel, Clark, Fox and Treakle113 provide
specific examples of how the Panel has been able to set important precedents within the Bank, such
as applying social and environmental standards to infrastructure projects and also to macroeconomic
adjustment loans. One may cite the Bank-wide policy reform following the China Western Poverty
Reduction Request and the resulting establishment of a commission to investigate IFC scandals and
implement positive new safeguards.114

4.4. Influencing other International Financial Institutions

Given that the Inspection Panel is the first body of its kind to provide a forum for projectaffected communities, it has also had the significant effect of influencing other international
organizations-especially other IFIs- to adopt similar accountability mechanisms. With this in mind,
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Bissell calls the Panel a “complete innovation” that prompted the creation of other accountability
mechanisms.115
The example set by the World Bank in establishing the Panel was hoped would in some way
influence the development of the administrative law of international organizations.116 In a more
recent analysis, Freestone argues that the World Bank, through its safeguard policies and subsequent
creation of the Inspection Panel, is providing important new benchmarks for the environmental and
social performance of all IFIs.117
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5.0 Criticisms of the Inspection Panel

Since the creation of the Inspection Panel, there has been an increase every year of the
attention of the Panel with July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007 being the busiest year to date.118
Throughout that period, the Panel registered six new Requests for Inspection119 and completed two
investigations and worked on three other investigations120, of which one is nearly complete.121
Despite the increasing use of the Panel process, there have been a number of criticisms made
against the work and operations of the Panel, with legal scholars and practitioners often questioning
whether the Inspection Panel is a true innovation that actually increases the accountability of the
World Bank.122 Such criticisms pertain to the criticisms that the Panel is not an adequate
accountability mechanism because it has a limited mandate, a limited ability to grant relief, and
generally lacks the independence from the Bank necessary to make it a wholly effective
institution.123

5.1 Participation

Although the Inspection Panel was created to give voice to private citizens, some researchers
argue that its process reflects “a lack of real commitment to the principle of participation.”124 Various
literature and commentary has identified limitations on participation at several stages of the Panel
process, from requesting an inspection to ensuring that the World Bank responds to complaints
effectively. On the other hand however, the Panel holds public meetings and conducts site visits to
talk with affected persons, creating additional avenues for participation.125
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5.2 Lack of awareness and access

It has been strongly argued that limitations on knowledge of and access to the Inspection
Panel compromise the participatory nature of the Panel process from the outset.126 While some note
that many Bank-funded projects produce profound and irreversible changes in people’s lives127 these
people are not always aware of the World Bank’s role in funding such projects.128 There is some
force in the argument that even if some people are aware of the World Bank, they may not be
familiar with the Inspection Panel. It is argued that access to the Panel is effectively restricted to
those who have a sophisticated knowledge of the Bank and the Inspection Panel process. 129 In this
connection, de Chazournes130 argues that despite the efforts of the Inspection Panel to raise
awareness about its process, such information is “not easily accessible for all interested people”.
Therefore Clark131 argues affected people often must rely on the assistance of experts in preparing
Requests for Inspection.
On the other hand however, de Chazournes132 suggests that the Panel has both a preventative
and curative impact, positively influencing the direction of the Bank and highlights two unique and
unprecedented contributions the Panel makes to the Bank: increased clarification of Bank policies
and increased public awareness of potential and actual instances of malpractice. In this connection,
de Chazournes concludes that, these contributions and increased debates about the impact of Bank
projects, enhances the overall quality of Bank operations.133

5.3. Safety threats

There are several additional reasons that may deter affected individuals from submitting a
Request for Inspection. Clark observes that affected individuals may be unwilling to file a claim
given threats to safety, time constraints and the inability to prove a direct link between policy and
126
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problems, potential frustration, the belief that the Panel is altogether an inappropriate tool, or a costbenefit analysis weighing whether a community’s organising energy is better channelled
elsewhere.134 Some claimants have been “detained, harassed, beaten, and tortured by local authorities
for having requested an inspection.”135 Nevertheless, Clark, Fox and Treackle review trends in Panel
cases and find that Southern civil society actors working independently have generated the most
claims submitted to the Panel so far.136

5.4.Limited rights of inclusion of Requesters in the Panel process

There is certainly some force in the argument that, even people who successfully file a
Request may not be able to participate meaningfully in later stages of the Panel process, which is
heavily dominated by Bank Management.137 This has led Carrassco and Guernsey138 to assert that the
Panel “fails to give affected people a true voice in the outcome of an investigation.” Additionally,
Bradlow139 criticises the process for providing “too many opportunities for ex-parte communications
between the Panel and the Bank’s staff, the borrower and the Executive Director representing the
borrower state. Bradlow suggests that Requesters should be allowed the right to be informed of all
communications between the Panel and the Bank staff, the Executive Directors, and the borrower,
and should be given the opportunity to respond.140
This stance has been widely supported by Clark, Fox and Treackle who note that because
Requesters “have no right to comment on what remedial measures would be appropriate to bring the
project into compliance or rectify the harm that they have suffered” the Bank Board, “tends to adopt
Management-generated action plans, ignoring the experience, knowledge and preference of the
people who triggered the process in the first place.”141
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5.5. Lack of representation of developing countries
In addition to limitations on meaningful participation by Requesters, Orakhelashvili142 points
out that the participatory goals of the Panel are also limited by the lack of representation of
developing countries in Panel positions.
5.6 Limitations on the Panel’s mandate
There have been widespread concerns about limitations on the Inspection Panel’s mandate.143
For example, the restriction of investigations to only those cases in which the World Bank has
broken its safeguard policies theoretically “excludes people affected by projects where policies may
not have been directly violated, but which have negative impacts nonetheless.”144 This has been
identified as being a potent problem with respect to human rights.145 Although the Panel has made
considerable efforts to include human rights considerations in some cases; most notably the ChadCameroon Oil Platform project- the absence of human rights from the World Bank’s full charter, and
thus from the Resolution creating the Inspection Panel, significantly limits the Panel’s mission.146
There are cases in which operational policy violations are symptomatic of human rights violations,
but many scholars see the lack of explicit references to human rights in the Panel’s mandate as an
unwarranted narrowing of the Panel’s work.147

5.7 Criticism of technical criteria

There have been widespread concerns over the equity of access to Panel procedures and the
resulting pro-Management bias. More specifically, it is argued by Carrasco that once the affected
parties have filed a Request for Inspection, they are not given the opportunity thereto to address the
findings of the Panel, the response by Management, or review any of the information about their
claim prior to the Board’s decision on how to proceed.148 Put simply, while Management is in a
position to have its recommendations considered by the Board, the original Requesters are sidelined
142
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as the Board, “ignores the experience, knowledge, and preferences of people who triggered the
process in the first place.”149
In tandem with the inherent Management bias in the Bank’s process, there are a number of
technical and structural obstacles to filing complaints. Technical criteria used to determine the
eligibility of a Request for Inspection has been criticised heavily and has culminated in two separate
arguments.150
On the one hand, Woods151 argues that, almost any project can be found to be out of
compliance if one pushes hard enough, and since there is no limit on the cases that affected groups
can bring the Bank is likely to be deluged with Inspection Panel investigations.” Whereas others
view the eligibility criteria as being overly specific with a number of structural obstacles to filing
complaints so that parties may find that the Panel has excluded their claims on procedural grounds.
For instance, Clark, Fox and Treackle note, “the Panel cannot investigate projects in which the loan
has been more than 95 per cent disbursed; but many problems do not show up until years after the
funds are disbursed.” They continued, “for those people who learn about the Panel and chose to file a
claim too late in the project cycle, there is simply no official recourse.”152

While there is a need for a Statute of Limitations, one may argue that, even under the limited
mandate of the Inspection Panel to investigate Bank compliance with its operational policies, many
cases that warrant investigation fall outside of the jurisdiction of the Panel.153 In addition, Bradlow
suggests that the technical eligibility criteria for a Request for Inspection make it easy for Bank
Directors to reject investigations that a country representative might oppose.154 To many, the fact that
the Board has oversight at all raises worries that the criteria for eligibility will be abused.155
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However, this contention lacks force given that the Inspection Panel has had significantly
more cases approved since revisions to the Resolution barred management from interfering with the
Board’s decision to investigate and created a “no-objection” approval system.156

5.8 Lack of oversight over management
It is widely claimed that the Panel’s lack of oversight if Management plans and actions to
address affected communities’ concerns decreases the effectiveness of the Panel process. Quite
markedly, a major flaw in the Panel process is that, those found in non-compliance, i.e. the Bank’s
Management) are the very same as those charged with implementing the recommendations of the
Panel.157 However, pressure can also mount to implement the recommendations because of the costs
to the institution’s credibility and legitimacy when high-profile recommendations are not
implemented.158
Whilst some assert that Action Plans prepared by Bank Management in response to
investigations immediately prevent most remedial measures159, others worry that lack of oversight by
the Panel means that Bank Management very rarely involves affected people in deciding how to
address their concerns.160
In improving the situation, Bradlow161 advocates that an inspection mechanism must have a clear
‘learned lesson’ function if it is to maximise its value to the organization. A function of this type
would take advantage from the rare opportunity to have information on the actual impact of the
organization from the affected communities’ point of view, and helps build credibility with all
stakeholders.162
In sum, Bradlow and others view restrictions on the Panel’s role in implementation as a
significant problem because such restrictions imply that no entity in the entire Bank can assess the
implementation independently.163
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5.9 Overlapping jurisdiction

There have been a number of concerns raised with respect to the concurrent or overlapping
jurisdiction of the Inspection Panel with Bank Management in the task of creating an Action Plan. It
is argued that the creation of an Action Plan forces the Inspection Panel to curb advice on
compliance, and implicitly excludes complainants from process and dilutes the Inspection Panel’s
independence.164 The Panel’s inability to independently authorise the investigation process promotes
dialogue with Management, but at the same time, it decreases the effectiveness of the Inspection
Panel as an accountability mechanism.165 This relates to the concern over the Panel’s independence.

5.10 Lack of independence of the Panel

An additional criticism of the current system is that the Inspection Panel is not entirely
independent from the Bank as a whole. In relation to the autonomy of the Inspection Panel, critics
have claimed that, “as an interior body of the bank itself, its ideas cannot be completely independent
of the ideology of that institution.”166 In this connection, it can be strongly argued that, because it is
an arm of the World Bank, it is to some degree an institution with a de facto World Bank bias and
consequently acts with promoting the interests of the institution in mind and not necessarily those of
affected impoverished communities.

Other potential issues stemming from the close institutional tie between the World Bank and
the Inspection Panel, it has been contended that the Bank’s ability to interfere with the work of the
Panel and the corresponding inability of the Panel to prevent such interference, also compromises its
status as an independent and impartial body.167 This lack of independence is said to be based on a
164
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lack of power to bind the Board, rather than be based on an autonomy-based argument.168In relation
to the initiation of field visits and information gathering, it is asserted by Clark, Fox and Treakle169
that the first land reform case, saw the Panel being accompanied by Bank and government officials
which could repress free exchange.
On a more systematic level, the Board’s oversight of the Panel is argued to further constrain
its independence.170 It should be pointed out that, although the Board has not actively prevented any
investigations recommended by the Inspection Panel since 1999, its control theoretically erodes the
independence of the Panel. In this connection, Carrasco and Guernsey171 agree that “vesting ultimate
authority with the Board undermines the independent nature of the Panel and thus it should not be
authorized to make an eligibility determination under a system that is purportedly independent from
the Bank.”

Given that the Panel lacks any power to remedy the problems that it uncovers, any Resolution
that it adopts must have also been within the desires of the Bank.172 Thus, in those situations where
the Bank acts in an overly defensive manner in response to the findings of the Panel173, or
manipulates information that has the effect of misleading the Board regarding compliance,174 it is
obvious to the Board that the Bank has not gone by the work of the Panel and that any action agreed
by the Board thereto will not be happily received.175
If however the Panel were responsible for remedying the problems that it uncovered, it has
been argued that such an adversarial exchange would not be an issue as the Panel would be able to
proceed with a remedial plan without getting approval from the Bank.176
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For instance, one may note the case of the Yacyreta Hydroelectric Project in
Argentina/Paraguay, where the claimants filed a Request for Inspection claiming that the Bank had
violated its policies relating to the “environment, resettlement, wildlands, information disclosure,
indigenous peoples, and project supervision, among others.”177 After a series of contentious
investigations, the Inspection Panel found that the Bank had violated numerous policies and
procedures.178
Other scholars explore broader questions of independence within the World Bank.179 It is
claimed that the ability of “northern” governments to participate in the decision-making process of
the Bank without being held to account as individual governments reflects a somewhat alarming
independence from direct responsibility.180
With this in mind, it has been stated that because developed countries are neither recipients of
Bank funding, nor held responsible in any accountability mechanism, their independence is farreaching.181 In addition, there is a potential for conflict between states and non-state actors given that
developing country governments are implicitly judged by the Panel’s examination of Bank oversight,
and northern NGOs are involved in the Request process.182 This situation is explained further by
Fox183 who describes how the Panel process challenges key assumptions of national sovereignty
because Bank safeguard policies are in theory more rigorous than the practices of many governments
which contributes to what Fox calls a “national-transnational fiction.” The Bank’s power imbalances
are said to deeply affect the Panel.184 It is argued that moves to ensure the Bank’s external
accountability could potentially trigger a dispute between developed and developing principals over
a Panel claim at the Board.185
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5.11 Panel’s inability to grant relief

One of the most cited problems with the Inspection Panel pertains to its inability to grant
relief.
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Foremost, the Panel is not by its nature, a problem-solving entity and it therefore has limited

authority to recommend any type of remedial measure to the Bank.187 Also, under its operating
procedures, it is empowered to decide solely on whether it has complied with its own policies and
procedures.188 In this light, it becomes apparent that the Panel has no authority to provide
compensation to affected communities.189

Since the Panel is unable to provide relief, both the Panel and the affected communities often
turn to Management for aid and assistance.190 It should be stressed that it is not the role of the Bank
to provide compensation for harm identified by the Inspection Panel.191 It is vehemently argued by
Carrasco that if the Panel were charged with the ability to grant both injunctive and compensatory
relief, to those who are affected by the failure of the Bank to adhere to its own policies and
procedures would dramatically increase its effectiveness and responsiveness to affected
communities.192
This related to the failure of Management in developing an Action Plan to consult with local
communities and publication of the Action Plan in Spanish so that affected communities could
understand the outcome of the investigations.193 A further criticism relates to the fact that Bank
Management had failed to conduct a follow-up to make certain that the Action Plans were being
implemented and that the Board did not intervene.194
Another example of the failure of Management to follow-up with its remedial plans is the
Cartagena Water Supply, Sewerage, and Environmental Management Project in Columbia.195 This is
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where the Bank had funded an expansion of Cartagena’s water and sewage system. The expansive
project extended to the construction of a pipeline that, “would carry the untreated wastewater from
the city and discharge it into the Caribbean Sea” some two and a half kilometres from coastal fishing
villages.196
The investigation of the Panel found several problems with the design and implementation of
the project197, which led Management to prepare an Action Plan to address the findings of the
Panel.198 The Board addressed both the Action Plan and the Panel’s findings in 2005, approving the
Action Plan on the basis that Management would submit a progress report to the Board on the
execution of the Project and Action Plan within a period of six months.199 Despite this condition,
Management did not submit a progress report until a year later.200

5.12 Shift in accountability

It has been argued that the existence of the Panel may be causing the Bank to shift
accountability to borrowers. In their analysis, Clark, Fox and Treakle posit that it is highly risky to
delegate all responsibility for social and environmental issues to borrowers when they still lack the
capacity and normative framework to address issues effectively.201

5.13 High costs of the Panel process

It has also been speculated that the mechanics of the Panel process may have the effect of
deterring some managers from projects involving safeguard policies.202 Woods notes that the time
and financial cost of inspections coupled with the fear of an inquisitorial process means that Bank
staff are now refusing to contemplate projects involving either voluntary resettlement or indigenous
peoples, because they cannot compete with other sources which do not have to take into account
196
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such additional high costs.203 This has led some researchers such as Bradlow to question whether the
effects of the Panel justify its costs.204
It has been powerfully argued by Udall that when those in Bank Management or the Board
raise the issue of costs of the Inspection Panel resulting from project delays, one only has to look
back at the days of the Narmada, Polonoreste, Transmigration, and the Brazil Power Sector loan to
know that the Bank can never go back to the pre-Panel era. Furthermore, it should be pointed out
that, some of those projects were in fact delayed for years because of local protests, inadequate
public consultations, policy and human rights violations, flawed project design, and lack of
environmental oversight, among a number of other issues.205
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6.0 The Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (CAO)

In much the same way as the establishment of the Inspection Panel, transnational activists
were once again directly involved in the creation of a new accountability mechanism within the
World Bank Group, specifically for IFC and MIGA.206 Given that both the IFC and MIGA sharing a
number of development goals as part of the wider World Bank Group, transnational activists were of
the view that, both the IFC and MIGA should be held accountable via a mechanism such as the CAO
regardless of their relatively small size in comparison to World Bank staff.207
In the establishment of an accountability mechanism, there were many proposals of which
one favoured establishing a similar Panel, although it was later determined by the IFC and MIGA
that a private sector accountability mechanism be more flexible than the Panel’s quasi-judicial
proceedings.208 While the mechanism emerged differently from that proposed by NGOs, there was a
positive reaction to the idea for the creation of a Compliance Officer/Ombudsman.209

6.1 CAO: structure and function

The CAO office was created in 1999 by President Wolfensohn who in turn, appointed a
selection committee to appoint applicants for the position.210 The CAO was established as an
independent office to report directly to the President of the World Bank Group, independently from
the IFC and MIGA Executive Director Boards. The aim of the CAO is to assist both IFC and MIGA
to “enhance the social and environmental outcomes of the projects in which they play a role.”211 The
CAO has tree principal functions: compliance, advisor, and ombudsman roles. In terms of its first
role, the CAO evaluates both the IFCs and MIGA’s compliance with social and environmental
safeguards and their attempts to improve their policies.
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With regards to the second role of the CAO it acts as an advisor to the IFC and MIGA staff,
management, and President. This role is both formal in terms of regular reporting to the President
and periodic reporting to the IFC/MIGA Boards, and informal in terms of responding to queries from
staff. The final role of the CAO is the Ombudsman role, which was established to respond and
mediate problems and issues relating to those persons adversely affected by IFC/MIGA financed
projects.212 It should be stressed that the Ombudsman role of the CAO is significantly different from
the quasi-judicial Panel process established by the Bank, although both the Inspection Panel and the
CAO were established to ensure accountability.213
One important point of comparison between the Inspection Panel and the CAO is that while
the Inspection Panel investigates World Bank project operations and determines whether persons
adversely affected as a result of non-compliance by the World Bank of its own policies and
procedures, the CAO office in contrast, acts as an independent problem solving and mediating office.

In much the same way as the Inspection Panel, the CAO becomes activated in an IFC/MIGA
related project when it receives a complaint from persons who are adversely affected by that project.
Where there is a significant point of departure of comparison between the two relates to how both
mechanisms deal with the dispute in issue. While the Inspection Panel investigates whether the Bank
has met its own safeguard policies, the CAO undertakes an approach of direct involvement and
conciliation.
The CAO office works by gathering information regarding the claim through documents from
the IFC or MIGA and the affected community. It then attempts to mediate between the parties
involved. It should be noted that although the CAO has the full confidence of the IFC, the office can
only attempt to persuade parties to take some remedial form of action through conflict resolution and
problem solving techniques. In this way, it can be argued that the CAO has less power than the
Panel, which may find the World Bank in violation of its own guidelines, therefore requiring
improvement on the World Bank’s behalf.
In further distinguishing the Panel from the CAO, one may point out that the CAO attempts
to directly influence IFC or MIGA project sponsors where safeguard policies have been breached, in
distinction to the Inspection Panel which does so indirectly through investigating the cause of noncompliance. In this way, the CAO is only able to influence the resolution of problem projects
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through direct mediation between the affected parties and attempts to limits the damage of the
project.
In distinction, the Inspection Panel, seeks to “find fault” and apportions blame to Bank
operation departments on discovering non-compliance. This is because the Inspectional Panel has
been vested with investigatory rather than mediation powers. As a result of this, the World Bank is
argued to be suffering from “risk aversion” as a dominant response to claims made to the Inspection
Panel.214 Even so, the CAO can only persuade project sponsors or other parties to negotiate an agreed
settlement which still requires the cooperation of the IFC and MIGA.

6.2 Successes of the CAO

Despite the far-reaching aims of the CAO, the office strives to maintain a division of its
operations.215 Recent indications show that by 2005, the CAO had rejected 10 and assessed 12
complaints, while 19 remained in mediation.216 There is evidence to suggest that the CAO is
receiving an increasing number of complaints, although this can be said to be due to an increasing
knowledge of its existence, rather than IFC involvement in risky projects. Overall, the CAO argues
that it has had a positive impact on improving IFC/MIGA environmental and social capacity in 56
per cent of the complaints that it has been involved in, and that its positive social and environmental
effects has been incremental and cumulative.217 What is particularly noteworthy is the commission of
an independent investigation of the CAO in 2003, which found that the CAO Office was committed t
its ombudsman role and had been successful in this area, but found that the Office was
overextended.218

6.3 CAO vs. Inspection Panel

The paper will review the notions of internal and external accountability in light of a number
of case studies. It is argued that the Inspection Panel by its structure and functions focuses on the
notion of internal accountability, in direct comparison to the CAO which plays both external and
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internal accountability roles.219 This observation is made on the basis that the Panel process seems to
focus on Bank compliance and non-compliance with its own policies and procedures, thus favouring
internal rather than external accountability.220 This is said to create a “blame game” which may lead
to limited remedial measures instituted by the Bank and a continuation of problems “on the
ground”221
On the other hand, the CAO arguably ensures external accountability by directing its
attention towards its ombudsman role and attempting to meet the needs of all the parties involved in
the development process.222

Despite these differences, both the Panel and the CAO were established to meet the needs of
persons adversely affected by the World Bank group. As argued by Caufield223, the existence of the
Panel were established for reputational reasons, with a streamlined focus on upholding hierarchical
accountability where industrialized principals such as the United States took measures to halt the
Bank’s negative environmental and social impacts.

Turning to the notion of accountability which is the recurring theme of this paper, one would
hold that a holistic understanding or interpretation of accountability would include both internal and
external characteristics. There is considerable logic in the argument that first and foremost,
international organizations are accountable to the member states that created and fund them which
would make international organizations accountable for their actions and for ensuring that they meet
the needs of member states by adhering to their policies and guidelines.
Secondly, international organizations are externally accountable to those whom it affects in
its operations. Yet, it is essential to stress that internal accountability should not be achieved at the
expense of external accountability. This paper has argued that the Inspection Panel, by its very nature
and structure, focuses exclusively on internal accountability, while not being able to adequately
address the needs of persons and communities adversely affected by World Bank financed projects.
As previously discussed, the CAO in contradistinction supports both internal and external
notions of accountability through its somewhat weak internal accountability mechanisms. In this
way, the CAO goes some way to ensure that IFC and MIGA not only address issues on the ground,
but also undertake an analysis as to how or why their policies failed.
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Conclusion

This paper has sought to provide a thorough examination of how accountability has emerged
as a key issue for international economic institutions as a result of pressure from transnational
activists and member states alike. As a result of the establishment of the Inspection Panel as the
accountability mechanism for the World Bank, the regional developments bank have followed suit in
improving accountability. Yet, one should not forget that there are two quite distinct accountability
mechanisms of the World Bank Group.

In assessing the effectiveness of the Inspection Panel, this paper outlined the differences
between the structure and functions of the Inspection Panel with the CAO. There is certainly some
force in the contention that the Inspection Panel has greatly improved the responsiveness of the
World Bank to some of its member states, but that the CAO can be said to have a more realistic
chance of attaining the external accountability for people and communities that are adversely
affected by World Bank financed-projects. This is illustrated by the process through which claimants
must appeal for a Panel investigation supported by the Bank’s Board, in direct comparison to the
problem-solving structure of the CAO.
In sum, it is true to say that the Inspection Panel has received praise amongst legal scholars
and practitioners alike as an important development in citizen-based accountability for the World
Bank and an example for other international financial institutions. While many problems may arise,
some of which have been mentioned, the most important may be the constant need to maintain the
trust of all constituencies.224 The effectiveness of any accountability mechanism requires that people
place their trust in its operation, especially the impoverished communities who submit the
complaints, the member governments, Management and staff, and civil society actors.225
Trust depends on the impartiality, integrity, independence and competence of the people who
are officials and staff in the mechanism, but also in having the necessary resources. 226 Equally, the
mechanisms in question will have to ensure that the costs of ensuring accountability do not become
burdensome so that recipients of financing and financial guarantees seek elsewhere, to those
institutions in which there may be little accountability.227 Truly sustainable development is not an
easy achievement and it can only improve with independent voices, views and verification.228 Thus,
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the long-term benefits of accountability to sustainable development must be apparent and widely
appreciated to which impoverished people may turn to raise grievances and other concerns.229
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